
From: Kerry Knudsen [mailto:kknudsen@wimediainc.ca]  
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2010 10:25 AM 
To: Tim Peel 
Cc: Adrian Holland 
Subject: Resignation 
 
  
Dear Mr. Peel: 
  
Please consider this e-mail as the resignation from membership in CCAB/BPA of W.I. Media 
Inc.’s magazines Coverings and Wood Industry, effective July 31, 2010. I have instructed Adrian 
Holland of Omni Data Services, our circulation management vendor, to cooperate with you in 
finishing up such loose ends as may be warranted. 
  
I want to be very clear that this action is not taken with regard to price. Quite the contrary, I have 
been a supporter of BPA in the U.S. and CCAB in Canada since the 1980s, even though it was 
regarded as the more expensive alternative. In fact, when I came to Canada to rescue the 
failingCanadian Sportfishing, one of my first actions was to join CCAB and have the unaudited 
consumer book audited. Even after I began to have grave concerns about the value 
of CCAB services, I immediately submitted Coverings magazine for audit when I bought it in 
2007. The reason I historically supported CCAB/BPA was the ostensible ability of members to 
distinguish their magazines’ circulations relative to their competitors. 
  
However, years have passed, and CCAB/BPA has modified its rules to make weaker members 
able to conceal or redefine their weaknesses, which appears to have boosted CCAB/BPA 
memberships and revenues at the cost of the value of the service you once provided. 
  
My competitive situation with CCAB member CLB Media is a case in point. CLB had five 
magazines in its so-called wood group. Three of the five were suspended and then expelled 
without fanfare from CCAB membership for cause. One of the five has never been audited, 
despite the fact that its vice president sits on the CCAB board and pays homage to your “buy safe 
media” program, demanding that others bring their magazines into compliance while not following 
his own advice. The fifth magazine, Woodworking, virtually mails in the month of issue, and when 
its August 2008 issue mailed in October, CCAB “accidentally” failed to report the late mailing. 
CLB’s circulation manager was unceremoniously fired for reasons that any responsible auditing 
agency would have to take into consideration and note, yet CCAB takes a pose of being blissfully 
unaware. That, alone, is enough reason that you should be fired. Conversely, W.I. Media both 
publishes its mail dates, just like the good-old days, and we have never missed one. 
  
There are huge, observable, objective differences between my publications and those of CLB. 
Yet, thanks to the evaporating standards of CCAB, even a fairly sophisticated observer would, on 
review, think the two magazines approximately equivalent on the facts as reported. This means 
there is no value to W.I. Media in CCAB membership. Any organization that fails not only to report 
the differences in circulation, circulation management and shelf times, but insists it cannot discern 
them, is not worth anything. 
  
  
Sincerely, 
  
Kerry Knudsen, MSJ 
W.I. Media Inc. 
Publishers of Coverings and Wood Industry 
Box 84, Cheltenham 
Caledon, ON  L7C 3L7 
(647)274-0507 
www.coveringscanada.ca   www.woodindustry.ca 


